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10Gb/s Tunable XFP Transceiver, DWDM 50GHZ, 88 Channel, 80km 

P/N: AE-XFP-D80-TU 

Features 

 Hot pluggable XFP footprint  

 Multi-Protocol, supports 9.95Gb/s to 11.3Gb/s bit rates  

 Monolithically integrated full C-band tunable transmitter  

 50GHz ITU channel spacing with integrated wavelength locker  

 C-band-tunable Laser and high performance APD receiver  

 Maximum link length of 80km  

 Full Duplex LC connector  

 Supports Line-side and XFI loopback  

 No Reference Clock required  

 Digital diagnostic monitoring support  

 Standard bail release mechanism  

 Power dissipation 

 

Applications  

 DWDM 10GBASE-ZR/ZW 10Gb/s Ethernet  

 DWDM 10Gb/s Fiber Channel  

 DWDM SONET OC-192&SDH STM-64  

 Wide, local, and storage area networks 

 

Description 

AERECH’s tunable 10Gb/s XFP transceiver is a high-performance integrated fiber optic transceiver that 

provides a high-speed serial link at signaling rates from 9.95 Gb/s to 11.35 Gb/s. It is complied with the 10 

Gigabit small formfactor pluggable (XFP) multi-source agreement-MSA Specification (INF-8077i) and Tunable 

XFP for ITU Frequency Grid Applications (SFF-8477). The tunable XFP module complies with the ITU-T G.698.1 

standard with 50GHz channel spacing for SONET OC-192, SDH STM-64, DWDM 10GBASE-ZR Ethernet, and 

DWDM 10G Fiber Channel applications.  

The tunable XFP transceiver integrates the receiver and transmit path on one module. On the transmit side, the 

10Gbps serial data stream is recovered, retimed, and passed to a modulator driver. The modulator driver biases 

and modulates a C-band-tunable integrated laser Mach-Zehnder (ILMZ), enabling data transmission over 

single-mode fiber through an industry-standard LC connector. On the receiver side, the 10 Gbps data stream is 

recovered from an APD/ trans-impedance amplifier, retimed, and passed to an output driver. This tunable XFP 

module features a hot-pluggable XFI-compliant electrical interface.  

The 10G tunable XFP transceiver provides a full C-band window covering 1528nm to 1566nmfor DWDM optical 

networks, which meets the need of rapid increase in the volume of communications traffic from telecom carrier 

and operator. The tunable DWDM XFP module can replace the fixed DWDM channel XFP transceivers that are 

currently used, while reduce the large stock since all wavelengths can now be covered with one transceiver 

module. 
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Wavelength Guide Pin Descriptions 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 

 

 

Electrical Characteristics 

 
Notes:  

1. Maximum total power value is specified across the full temperature and voltage range.  

2. After internal AC coupling.  

3. Into 100 ohms differential termination.  

4. Loss of Signal is open collector to be pulled up with a 4.7k – 10kohm resistor to 3.15 – 3.6V. Logic 0 indicates 

normal operation; logic 1 indicates no signal detected. 
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Optical Characteristics 

 
Notes:  

1. Corresponds to approximately 0.4 nm.  

2. ƒc refer to Page 2 the Frequency row of AE-XFP-D80-TU Wavelength Guide Table，and test condition is 

reflect power to transmitter lower than -27dBm.  

3. Measured with worst ER; BER<10-12 with 10.3Gbps, 231 – 1 PRBS. 

 

Timing Parameters 
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Pin Assignment 

 

 

Management Interface 

The 10G DWDM XFP transceivers provide serial ID memory contents and diagnostic information about the 

present operating conditions by the 2-wire serial interface (SCL, SDA). The Module provides diagnostic 

information about the present operating conditions. The transceiver generates this diagnostic data by digitization 

of internal analog signals. Alarm/warning threshold data is written during device manufacture. Received power 

monitoring, transmitted power monitoring, bias current monitoring, supply voltage monitoring and temperature 

monitoring all are implemented.  

 

The digital diagnostic memory map specific data field defines as following. 
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Recommended High-speed Interface Circuit 
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Mechanical Specifications 

 
 

Ordering information 

Part Number Descirption 

AE-XFP-D80-TU 10G DWDM XFP Transceiver, SMF, DWDM 50GHZ, 88 Channel, 80km, LC, DDM, 

0ºC~+70ºC 

 


